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camel is °a microcomputer-based_system for
indilhdualizing.infof ation in a variety of dWitings,'Theitinformation
is not prespecified in Camelot and consequently,' can take many'fvms
including instruction counseling, prescription, and task assignment.
The basis for individualizing the information is also not
predeclared; therefore, users can choose their own cyfiteria for
individualizing the informdtion they 4ish to disstimiriate. In
educational Settings, Camelot can create a personal, teaching-learning

,environment for each student, provide individualized feedback, and
guide students at optimal speed through the course or program. Once'
the course designer has given Camelot descriptions of the course
assessment prbcedures, the studentcharacteristics to be used as the
basis for individualization, and the contenTt for feedback to.
different types of students, the system automatically assesses
students', levells of ymderstabding, analyzes students' responses to
qbjective tests and :the :results of teacher-marked assignments,
'monitors students" current learning status, and composes and prints
itidividualized feedback letter e. Camelot includes: (1) management
modules to create, "update, and maintain student records; (2)
est,` - scoring modules to 'process various typesof.tests and
inventories; (3) wordprocessingcmoduiesto create, edit, and stores
feedback information;. (4) decision rules modules that link database
And feedback-infdrmation; and (5) rppoyt-generating modules to print
reports about Students and tests. (taw
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CAMELOT: AN INDIVIDUALIZED INFORMATION SYSTBM

StCamelot is a microcomputer -based system for individualizing information in a variety of settings--e.g.,edu-
cational, medical, industrial. The information is not prespecified in Camelot and, Onsequently, can take the
form of instructipn, counseling, prescription, task assignment, and so forth. The basis for individualizing the
information is also not piedeclared in Camelot; therefore, users can choose theif own criteria for individualizing
the information they wish to disseminate. Camelot is a context- and content-free system which provides tremen-
dous flexibility for its users to design and implement their own goals in personalized communication. To illus-
trate:

One teacher handling a class of 30 stujents grades her tests, 'distributes them in class, and
explairts each question from beginning to end, even when there are students whd missed none,
one, two, or all of the questions. That teacher remarks: "It is such a waste of my time and my
students' time." To remedy that situation, Camelot was programmed to process, the tests and
generate individualized printed feedback. (usually called Camelot letters). The teacher now needs
only to distribute the letters in class. The students, of course, are happy to receive such detailed
and persortialized feedback.

One teacher reads students' essays, marks the errors, and when time permits, writks an
explanation as to hOw to correct, them. That teacher's comment is: "What bothers me is having
to correct the same errors over and over and to write the same explanations time and time
again." In response to this concern, forms were designed which allow an essay reader to mark.
students' errors in writing. These forms, when processed' by:Camelot, produced individualized
feedback letters -consisting of detailed explanations for the specific errors marked in each
student's essay. Of course,, reading the student essay still remains the teacher's responsibility,
but writing the selected feedback for the various students falls intb Camelot's domain.

-fIn educational settings, the purposes of this individualized cotnmunication are to:

1. create a personal teaching- learning environment for each and every student, wit close rapport between
students And teacher;

2. provide individualized instructional feEdback to complement and' reinforce adequkte understanding or to
correct and redirect erroneous understanding; and

3. guide students at optimal. speed through the course or program,
o

The basis for individualizing communication to the student is determined by the course clesigner. Individp-
aliMtion can reflect: i

1. the.students' level of un standing of course content--whether the context is presented in lecture, film,
group discussion, reading assignment, home study,' or other instructional f9rms; and .

2. other sudent characteristics deemed by the course designer to 'be of significance in that particular course
(for, example, instructor feedback to students could be tailored to accommo6te the student's reading level,
or level of mathematical ability, or age, or distance from -campus, or previous courses taken, or mother
tongue, or whatever'. , .

The conk* okhe individualized communication i$ entirely up`to the course designer; therefore, it is possi-
ble for faculty members to use Camelot for any course or program in any educational s tting. Camelot stimu-
lates the designers to program tbeir best thoughts in reaching out to a diverse student postulation, so instiiictors
have opportunitiq to demonstrate their unique teaching skills.
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Onci, the course designer has given Camelot the descriptions of the course assessment ,procedures, the
descriptions of thesstudent characteristics-to be used as the basis for individualization, and the content for feed-
back to different types of students, the system assists faculty members during the course by automatically:.,

4,I. assessing the students' levels of understanding by using different types of assessment tools;
2. analyzing Siuctents'*sponse4- to objective tests and the results of teacher-marked assignments from dif-'

ferent perspectives (cognitive/affective domains, single response/pattern of responses, current/cumulative
' rsponses, student needsiteacher.expectations,'etc.);.

.
. ,..

3. examining the `students' current learning status against criteria established, by the course designer; and
4. composing and printing individualized feedback letters to each and every student. \

, .

Camelot, helps teaches evaluate ?Fre teaching-teaming environment. It provides wports that:

I; describe sludents' petformanye and demographic background characteristics;
.2, ,,..summarize student performance across designated groups;

4.3: indicate the kinds:of feedback students have been given; and
4. provide item and. test statistics on the performance of norm - referenced and criterion-referenced tests.

The needs of the faculty user (designer) are served by four major subsystems in Camelot:

A

tuittivere holds the keys to the system, checking the user passwordJimiting right of access according to
the faculty user's wishes,spsplaying mdssages, shutting the system down safely, and securely protecting
intiormatien.

2. APtItur helps faculty authors to prepare their courses. A friendly.interactive dialogue helps the course
author set up a student record file, a test file that contains instructions for scoring tests, a pool of variable

. feedback statements; and the decision rules for selecting appropriate feedback forparticular. students. ,

3. Lance/of collects information about the students, scores tests, and follows Arthur's instructions when print-
ing individualized letters to students and reports to the faculty.

4. Merlyn gives help and advice when asked, so that faculty can acquire knowledge and skill in topics such as
the Camelot system itself, the selectjon of learning strategies, the use of multiple-choice questions, and the
design of wariable feedback.

At the heart of the Camelot concept is machine independence- -the ability of the Camelot system and its related
courseware to be moved easily from one microcomputer system to another. .

Camelot was developed at Miami -Dade Community College under the direction of Kamala Anandam on
behalf of an international consortium of seventeen educational institutions in the USA,,,UK, and Canada. It was
funded by six of the sventeen institutions and a grant from the Exxon Education Foundation.

Camelot is a very sophisticated tool air individualizing instruction. It includes: (1) databased ,management
modules to create, .update, and maintain- student 'records; (2) test-scoring modules to process various types of
tests- and personality/attitude inventory; (3) word processing modules to create, edit, and shire feedback informa7
tion; (4) decision rules modules that link database and feedback information in order to individualize the infor-
mation for each studeht; (5) repprt-generating modules to print reports about students and tests. It can be espe-
cially helpful in educational settings which involve heterogeneous student populations, large student numbers,
students learning at .a distance, low staff-student ratios--in fact, in any setting in which experience has shown
that' teaching in the mass, without individualization, is failing to reach instructional goals. Because the use of
Camelot necessarily involves teachers and trainers in thinking about courstvourposes. and in designing assess-
ment procedures afid feedback letters, the System can be of enorsbous value a stimulating both faculty and cur-
riculum development.

For further information, contact Kamala Anandam, Director, Computer-Based instructional Development
Research, Miami-Dade Comniunity College, 11011 S.W. 104 Street, MiaMi, FL 33176.

Suanne D. Roueche, Editor
April 27, 1984, VOL. VI, NO. 14
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